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PRESS RELEASE:

GREAT INTEREST IN DANCOF’S BIOFIBER COFFIN AT THE DESIGN
EXHIBITION CODE 11 AT THE BELLACENTER
DanCof's coffin and urn aroused great interest among foreign journalists
"To showcase its products at a trade show as Code11, and get so many interesting visitors from distant places, such as San
Francisco, Australia, Singapore, Japan, it's a joy when one wants his ideas out on the world market, "says inventor Bendt Skov
from DanCof.
The slogan "The Green Way to Heaven®" is now known to many, therefore, interest was also high among ordinary people.
The DanCof idea is fostered in Denmark, it is designed in Denmark, and production will start in Denmark. There has been
thinking in a number of years, on a new, cheaper, lighter and environmentally friendlier solution for coffins and urns, and the
solution from DanCof will soon be on the market. All over the world die around 60mill people every year, which uses coffins
to over 35mill burials and cremations, and urns for a growing number of cremations.
DanCof will be a leader in the production of this completely new type of caskets and urns, with products mainly satisfy our
customers' wishes whether products are "green", which is biodegradable, cheaper and lighter than the known alternatives.
DanCof's product portfolio spans a wide range of products from own development and production of coffins/caskets, urns and
related ornaments. DanCof coffins come in different styles/shapes and colours.
As a customer you will be able to design and build your own casket or coffin for a relative, you could choose the colour that
suits you best. You can choose your coffin with a different colour for the bottom and lid, or you can choose to keep it in one
colour, and the same possibilities for the feet’s, handles and ornaments. The handles consist of one long continuous tube. The
tube can be removed, and then relatives at the funeral/burial can write their autographs and greeting then, and the pipe can
then be saved to commemorate the day of the bereaved.
Would you like an ornament on your coffin, you will have the opportunity to choose from many different. You could choose
colour and its location on the coffin. Are you a Christian, you can choose a cross, if you're a sailor, an anchor, and for that
matter, if you’re a Communist, you can choose the hammer and sickle.
The final element that will make your coffin unique is a name plate, where you for example can write the name and social
security number.
Once you've composed your coffin, you'll soon be able to see it in 3D on DanCof's website, and rotate it around, so you can see
it from all sides.
DanCof's coffin program includes coffins for adults, children and animals, and disaster coffins for emergency and disaster
areas, because they are light and fills nothing compared to conventional coffins.
For the urn you can choose the composition of colours as for coffins, but here's an extra detail that should be noted. More and
more scatter the ashes at sea, and to avoid opening the urn, scatter the ashes with the chance of it blowing up in your head on
one, there is a special Launching urn. Here DanCof developed a special urn, that can be thrown into the sea, it turns, so it
stands upright, and dissolves very quickly in salt water, so that one can see that the ashes be spread at sea level.
For further information please contact: Bendt Skov, CEO, DanCof ApS, telephone: +45 40 53 85 55
e-mail: bendt.skov@dancof.com

About DanCof ApS
DanCof was founded in 2010 after approx. 4 years of development, by Bendt Skov, who has a long life behind him in the business, across various
industries. The result is that DanCof today has built up a unique competence in the development of high-tech issues, and design and development of the
coffin and urn is made with well-known industrial designers, Jakob Brahe Petersen and Nils Thobo-Carlsen from Brahe Design.
DanCof's goal is to provide customers with quality products and always provide a high level of service and in-depth advice on optimal use of our products.
We work to high ethical standards on export and local distribution of our products. Read more about DanCof ApS at www.dancof.com.
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The Green Way to Heaven

Here you see the booth at Code11

Raw materials for manufacturing a coffin
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